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JACOBIAN MATRICES OF Y-SEED MUTATIONS
YUMA MIZUNO
Abstract. We study the Jacobian matrices associated with sequences of Y-
seed mutations in universal semifields. For the case where these mutations
occur at least once for all indices, we present a formula for a special value
of their characteristic polynomials using mutation networks, which are graphs
that describe combinatorial data of mutation sequences. Our formula is moti-
vated by three-dimensional topology and can be regarded as a cluster algebra
version of the conjectural formula for the non-acyclic torsion of 3-manifolds
conjectured by Dimofte and Garoufalidis.
1. Introduction
1.1. Background. Fomin and Zelevinsky introduced cluster algebras [FZ02]. Sub-
sequently, connections between cluster algebras and other areas of mathematics such
as Lie theory, Teichmu¨ller theory, quiver representations, hyperbolic 3-manifolds,
and gauge theories have been discovered.
Y-seed mutations are one of the key ingredients in the theory of cluster algebras.
They first appeared in [FZ02] and were studied in more detail in [FZ07]. They
are discrete time evolution of a Y-seed (B, Y ), where B is a skew-symmetrizable
matrix and Y is a rational function. They can be viewed as a generalization of
Zamolodchikov’s Y-systems, which were introduced in the study of the thermody-
namic Bethe Ansatz [Zam91].
It has been discovered that the Jacobian matrix of the rational function in a Y-
seed mutation is an important element of the relationship between cluster algebras
and three-dimensional topology. Kitayama and Terashima introduced a non-acyclic
PGLn(C)-torsion of a 3-manifold with toroidal boundaries [KT15], generalizing
the non-acyclic PGL2(C)-torsion introduced by Porti [Por97]. Furthermore, based
on the higher Teichmu¨ller theory by Fock and Goncharov [FG06], Kitayama and
Terashima gave a formula for the non-acyclic PGLn(C)-torsion using Y-seed mu-
tations for the case where the 3-manifold is a mapping torus for a compact surface
with boundaries. They proved that the characteristic polynomial of the Jacobian
matrix of a rational function obtained from a sequence of Y-seed mutations associ-
ated with a mapping class gives the non-acyclic PGLn(C)-torsion [KT15, Theorem
4.3].
In this paper, we examine Jacobian matrices associated with Y-seed mutations
in the general setting of cluster algebras.
1.2. Main results. Set n to be a fixed positive integer. Let B be an n× n skew-
symmetrizable matrix and y = (y1, . . . , yn) be an n-tuple of commuting variables.
Given a sequence m = (m1, . . . ,mT ) of integers in {1, . . . , n} and a sequence σ =
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Figure 1. Examples of mutation networks. The left-hand mu-
tation network appears in Example 3.1, while the right-hand one
appears in Example 4.4.
(σ1, . . . , σT ) of permutations of {1, . . . , n}, we obtain the following transitions:
(B(0), Y (0))
σ1◦µm1−−−−−→ (B(1), Y (1))
σ2◦µm2−−−−−→ · · ·
σT ◦µmT−−−−−→ (B(T ), Y (T )),(1.1)
where (B(0), Y (0)) = (B, y), µmt is a Y-seed mutation (in the universal semifield)
at the vertex mt, and σt acts on B and Y as σt(B)ij = Bσ−1(i)σ−1(j) and σ(Y )i =
Yσ−1(i), respectively. Each Y (t) is an n-tuple of rational functions in y. We say that
the triple γ = (B,m, σ) is a mutation sequence. Next, define the (vector-valued)
rational function fγ as fγ(y) = Y (T ). Let Jγ(y) be the Jacobian matrix of fγ :
Jγ(y) =
(
∂fi
∂yj
)
1≤i,j≤n
,
where fi is the i-th component of fγ(y). Finally, define the n× n matrix Kγ(y) as
Kγ(y) =
f1(y) . . .
fn(y)

−1
Jγ(y)
y1 . . .
yn
 .
The main result of this paper is to derive a formula for det(In −Kγ(y)), a special
value of the characteristic polynomial of Kγ(y), using a mutation network, which is
a combinatorial object constructed from the mutation sequence γ. As a corollary
of this formula, we also obtain a formula for det(In−Jγ(y)) at a value that satisfies
the fixed-point equation y = f(y).
We can assign a combinatorial object Nγ , called a mutation network, to any
mutation sequence γ. Mutation networks were introduced in the physics litera-
ture [TY14] to describe certain gauge theories. They can be regarded as a gener-
alization of ideal triangulations of 3-manifolds, which have been frequently used in
the study of hyperbolic 3-manifolds since the work of Thurston [Thu80]. Figure
1 shows two examples of mutation networks. From the combinatorial data of Nγ ,
we define two integer matrices, A+ and A−, which we call the Neumann-Zagier
matrices of Nγ . Given the relationship between mutation networks and ideal tri-
angulations of 3-manifolds explained in [TY14], these matrices can be regarded as
analogues of the Neumann-Zagier matrices for ideal triangulation of a 3-manifold,
which were used by Neumann and Zagier to estimate the volume of a hyperbolic
3-manifold [NZ85]. The matrices A± have T columns, equal to the length of the
mutation sequence (1.1). We say that a mutation sequence is fully mutated if,
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roughly speaking, mutations occur at least once at all indices. A more precise
definition is provided in Section 3.4. If a mutation sequence is fully mutated, the
Neumann-Zagier matrices also have T rows. In this case, we can define a natural
ordering of the rows, and A+ and A− are T × T matrices.
For t = 1, . . . , T , define rational functions zt,+ and zt,− as
zt,+ =
Ymt
Ymt + 1
, zt,− =
1
Ymt + 1
.
Here, for brevity, we have simply written Ymt(t− 1) as Ymt . Let Z+(y) and Z−(y)
be the T × T diagonal matrices whose t-th entries are zt,+ and zt,−:
Z+(y) =
z1,+ . . .
zT,+
 , Z−(y) =
z1,− . . .
zT,−
 .
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.2). Let γ be a fully mutated mutation sequence. Then
det(In −Kγ(y)) = det(A+Z−(y) +A−Z+(y)).(1.2)
Corollary 1.2 (Corollary 4.3). Let γ be a fully mutated mutation sequence, and
η ∈ Cn be an n-tuple of complex numbers such that η = fγ(η). Assume that
Ymt(t− 1)|y=η is neither 0 nor −1 for any t. Then
det(In − Jγ(η)) = det(A+Z−(η) +A−Z+(η)).(1.3)
In particular, (1.3) holds when η is an n-tuple of positive real numbers satisfying
fγ(η) = η.
The left-hand sides of (1.2) and (1.3) are determinants of n × n matrices, but
the right-hand sides are determinants of T × T matrices. Recall that n is the size
of the skew-symmetrizable matrix B, and T is the length of the mutation sequence.
The left-hand sides depend only on Y (T ), but this is far from obvious for the
right-hand sides. In addition, the right-hand sides only involve data at mutation
points: the matrices Z+ and Z− only contain Y ’s at mutation points, and similarly
for A+ and A− (see the definition of mutation networks in Section 3). This is
convenient in some circumstances. For example, we are currently investigating
applying formula (1.3) to the Y-systems associated with quantum affine algebras to
find the connection between the associated Jacobian matrices and the asymptotic
behavior of the characters of representations of affine Lie algebras.
Our formulas are purely presented in the language of cluster algebras, but their
background is in three-dimensional topology. Formula (1.3) can be regarded as a
cluster algebra version of the formula for the non-acyclic PGL2(C)-torsion of 3-
manifolds conjectured by Dimofte and Garoufalidis [DG13]. They defined a quan-
tity they called the 1-loop invariant using the Neumann-Zagier matrices and the
shape parameters of an ideal triangulation, and conjectured that the 1-loop in-
variant of a hyperbolic knot complement is equal (up to a sign) to the non-acyclic
PGL2(C)-torsion of the same manifold. Recently, Siejakowski [Sie] approached this
conjecture using an infinitesimal version of Thurston’s gluing equations. As previ-
ously mentioned, the left-hand side of (1.3) relates to Kitayama and Terashima’s
formula for the non-acyclic torsion. On the other hand, since the shape parameters
of an ideal triangulation correspond to Y ’s at mutated points [NTY], the definition
of the 1-loop invariant [DG13, (1-8)] has the same form as the right-side of (1.3).
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Although there is such a relationship between our results and the formula con-
jectured by Dimofte and Garoufalidis, there are essential differences. First, the
left-hand side of (1.3) does not completely match Kitayama and Terashima’s for-
mula. Their formula for the non-acyclic torsion is given by
lim
t→1
det(tJγ(η)− In)
(t− 1)r
for appropriate γ and η, where r > 0 is a dimension of a twisted homology group
appearing in the definition of the non-acyclic torsion. However, the (t − 1)r fac-
tor does not appear in our formula. Second, from the viewpoint of three dimen-
sional topology, the Neumann-Zagier matrices of a mutation network only contain
rows corresponding to the edges of an ideal triangulation. In contrast, the original
Neumann-Zagier matrices used in [DG13] also contain a row corresponding to a pe-
ripheral curve. See Sections 2.2 and 2.3 in [DG13] for this difference. Furthermore,
the combinatorial flattenings used in their formula do not appear in our formula.
Future work should fill in these gaps.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review Y-seed mutations.
In Section 3, we introduce mutation networks, the applications of which are one
of the main focuses of this paper. First, we define mutation networks, then we
define their Neumann-Zagier matrices A+ and A−. We show that, when a Y-seed’s
matrix B is skew-symmetric and B(0) = B(T ), the Neumann-Zagier matrices have
the property that A+A
T
− is symmetric, which also holds for the original Neumann-
Zagier matrices of ideal triangulations. In Section 3.4, we introduce the notion of
fully mutated mutation sequences, and show that their Neumann-Zagier matrices
are square matrices. In Section 3.5, we prove a key lemma (Lemma 3.9) involved in
the proof of our main theorem. this lemma states that Neumann-Zagier matrices
can be obtained from certain T ×T block matrices whose blocks are n×n matrices.
In Section 3.6, we introduce the gluing equations of mutation networks, which are
analogous to Thurston’s gluing equations for ideal triangulations of hyperbolic 3-
manifolds [Thu80]. We show that these equations are equivalent to the fixed-point
equation of the rational function associated with the mutation sequence. This result
is motivated by the work of [NTY].
In Section 4, we study the Jacobian matrices of Y-seed mutations, and prove our
main theorem. The key step in the proof is to relate the Jacobian matrix to the block
matrices appearing in Lemma 3.9. After the proof, we work through some example
calculations using this main theorem. In Section 5, we explain the relationship
between our main result and the Y-seed mutations in tropical semifields. We show
that taking “y → 0” in our main theorem yields the determinant formula for C-
matrices, which are n× n matrices whose columns are called c-vectors.
Acknowledgements. The author gratefully acknowledges the help provided by
Yuji Terashima. The author also thanks Pavel Galashin, Shunsuke Kano, Akishi
Kato, Atsuo Kuniba, Tomoki Nakanishi, and Masato Okado for their valuable com-
ments. This work is supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number JP18J22576.
2. Y-seed mutations
2.1. Y-seeds and their mutations. Here, we review Y-seed mutations in univer-
sal semifields, following [FZ07]. First, set n to be a fixed positive integer. An n×n
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integer matrix B = (Bij)1≤i,j≤n is skew-symmetrizable if there exist positive inte-
gers d1, . . . , dn such that diBij = −djBji. Let F be the field of rational functions
in the variables y1, . . . , yn over Q, and let
Fsf =
{
f(y1, . . . , yn)
g(y1, . . . , yn)
∈ F
∣∣∣∣∣ f and g are non-zero polynomials inQ[y1, . . . , yn] with non-negative coef-ficients.
}
(2.1)
be the set of subtraction-free rational expressions in y1, . . . , yn over Q. This is
closed under the usual multiplication and addition.
A Y-seed is a pair (B, Y ) where B = (Bij)1≤i,j≤n is an n×n skew-symmetrizable
integer matrix, called an exchange matrix, and Y = (Y1 . . . , Yn) is an n-tuple of
elements of Fsf . Given this, Y-seed mutations are defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let (B, Y ) be a Y-seed, and let k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The Y-seed
mutation µk is a transformation that transforms (B, Y ) into the Y-seed µk(B, Y ) =
(B˜, Y˜ ) defined as follows:
B˜ij =

−Bij if i = k or j = k,
Bij +BikBkj if Bik > 0 and Bkj > 0,
Bij −BikBkj if Bik < 0 and Bkj < 0,
Bij otherwise.
(2.2)
Y˜i =

Y −1k if i = k,
Yi(Y
−1
k + 1)
−Bki if i 6= k, Bki ≥ 0,
Yi(Yk + 1)
−Bki if i 6= k, Bki ≤ 0.
(2.3)
When B is skew-symmetric, it is convenient to identify it with a quiver. A
quiver is a finite directed graph that may have multiple edges. Here, we assume
that quivers do not have 1-loops and 2-cycles:
.
For a skew-symmetric integer matrix B and indices 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, we define the
non-negative integer Qij by
Qij = [Bij ]+(2.4)
where [x]+ = max(0, x). Let Q be a quiver with vertices labeled by the indices
1, . . . , n that has Qij edges from i to j for each pair of vertices (i, j). The skew-
symmetric matrix B can then be recovered from Q by
Bij = Qij −Qji.(2.5)
This correspondence gives a bijection between the set of n × n skew-symmetric
integer matrices and the set of quivers with vertices labeled by 1, . . . , n. In the
language of quivers, the mutation rules (2.2) can be described as follows:
(i) For each length two path i→ k → j, add a new arrow i→ j.
(ii) Reverse all arrows incident to the vertex k.
(iii) Remove all 2-cycles.
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The transition
k −→
µk
k
is an example of a quiver mutation, where we have omitted all labels other than
the vertex k.
2.2. Mutation sequences and mutation loops. Let σ be a permutation of
{1, . . . , n}. We define the action of σ on a Y-seed by σ(B, Y ) = (σ(B), σ(Y )) where
σ(B)ij = Bσ−1(i)σ−1(j) and σ(Y )i = Yσ−1(i).
Again, let B be a skew-symmetrizable n × n matrix, and y = (y1, . . . , yn). Let
m = (m1, . . . ,mT ) be a sequence of integers in {1, . . . , n}, and σ = (σ1, . . . , σT ) be a
sequence of permutations of {1, . . . , n}. Let (B(0), y(0)) = (B, y), and (B(t), Y (t)) =
σt(µmt(B(t− 1), Y (t− 1)) for t = 1, . . . , T . This gives us the following Y-seed tran-
sitions:
(B(0), Y (0))
σ1◦µm1−−−−−→ (B(1), Y (1))
σ2◦µm2−−−−−→ · · ·
σT ◦µmT−−−−−→ (B(T ), Y (T )).(2.6)
We say that the triple γ = (B,m, σ) is a mutation sequence. A mutation sequence is
called a mutation loop when B(0) = B(T ). In addition, we call the (vector-valued)
rational function fγ(y) given by
fγ(y) = Y (T )(2.7)
the rational function associated with the mutation sequence γ. Iterating the transi-
tions (2.6) only changes Y if B(0) = B(T ), and these changes can be obtained by
iteratively applying fγ .
Example 2.2. If we define the skew-symmetric matrix B by
B =

0 −1 2 2 −1
1 0 −3 0 2
−2 3 0 −3 2
−2 0 3 0 −1
1 −2 −2 1 0
 ,
the corresponding quiver Q is given by
Q =
1
2
34
5
.
Next, define the cyclic permutation p by p = (5 4 3 2 1). For a given non-negative
integer T , define m = (m1, . . . ,mT ) where mt = 1 for all t, and σ = (σ1, . . . , σT )
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where σt = p for all t. Because
µ1 :
1
2
34
5
7−→
1
2
34
5
,
the triple γ = (B,m, σ) is a mutation loop for all T . This quiver Q is an example
of a period 1 quiver in [FM11]. The rational function associated with γ is given by
fγ(y1, y2, y3, y4, y5) = f ◦ f ◦ · · · ◦ f︸ ︷︷ ︸
T
(y1, y2, y3, y4, y5),
where
f(y1, y2, y3, y4, y5) =
(
y2(y1 + 1),
y21y3
(y1 + 1)2
,
y21y4
(y1 + 1)2
, y5(y1 + 1),
1
y1
)
.
3. Mutation networks
For any mutation sequence γ, we can construct a combinatorial object called
mutation network, we will denote it by Nγ .
3.1. Definition of mutation networks. Consider the sets defined by
E(t) = {(i, t) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n},(3.1)
E =
⋃
0≤t≤T
E(t).(3.2)
We define the equivalence relation ∼ on E as follows:
(i) For all t = 1, . . . , T , (i, t− 1) ∼ (σt(i), t) if i 6= mt.
(ii) For all i = 1 . . . , n, (i, T ) ∼ (i, 0).
Let E = E/ ∼ be the corresponding quotient set.
First, we define the graphs N γ(t) for all t = 1, . . . , T . These consist of two types
of vertices: black vertices and a single square vertex. The black vertices are labeled
using elements of E(t−1)∪E(t), and represented as solid circles , while the square
vertex is labeled t, and represented as a hollow square . There are three types
of edges joining these vertices: broken edges, arrows from the square vertex to a
black vertex, and arrows from a black vertex to the square vertex. These edges
are added as follows. First, we add broken edges between the square vertex and
black vertices labeled (mt, t − 1) or (σt(mt), t). Then, for all i = 1, . . . , n, we add
Bmt,i(t − 1) arrows from the square vertex to the black vertex labeled (i, t − 1) if
Bmt,i(t− 1) > 0. Finally, for all i = 1, . . . , n, we add −Bmt,i(t− 1) arrows from the
black vertex labeled (i, t− 1) to the square vertex if Bmt,i(t − 1) < 0. These rules
can be summarized as follows:
(i)
(i, s) t
if (i, s) = (mt, t− 1) or (σt(mt), t),
(ii)
(i, s) a t
if a = Bmt,i(t− 1) > 0 and s = t− 1, for all i,
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(iii)
(i, s) −a t
if a = Bmt,i(t− 1) < 0 and s = t− 1, for all i.
Let N γ = ∪1≤t≤TN γ(t). Then the mutation network Nγ of the mutation se-
quence γ is the quotient of N γ by ∼:
Nγ = N γ/ ∼ .(3.3)
Here, the quotient carried out such that the vertices are labeled by elements of E ,
and all edges are included (i.e., we do not cancel the arrows pointing in the opposite
direction).
Example 3.1. Define the skew-symmetric matrix B by
B =
 0 1 0−1 0 −1
0 1 0
 .
Let γ = (B,m, σ) be a mutation loop, where m = (1, 2, 3) and σ = (id, id, id). If
we identify skew-symmetric matrices with quivers, the quiver transitions are given
by
1 2 3 −→
µ1 1 2 3 −→
µ2 1 2 3 −→
µ3 1 2 3 ,
where the underlines indicate the mutated vertices. The graphs N γ(t) can then be
given as
N γ(1) =
(1, 0)
1
(1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1)
(2, 0) (3, 0)
,
N γ(2) =
(1, 1) (3, 1)
2
(2, 1)
(1, 2) (3, 2)(2, 2)
,
N γ(3) =
(3, 2)
3
(3, 3)(1, 3) (2, 3)
(2, 2)(1, 2)
.
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Let E = {e1, e2, e3} be the set of black vertices in Nγ , where
e1 = {(1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3)},
e2 = {(2, 0), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3)},
e3 = {(3, 0), (3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 3)}.
The mutation network of γ is then given by
Nγ =
e1 e2 e3
1 32
.(3.4)
3.2. Neumann-Zagier matrices of a mutation network.
Definition 3.2. Let γ be a mutation sequence and Nγ be its mutation network.
For any given pair consisting of a black vertex labeled e ∈ E and a square vertex
labeled t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, let n0et be the number of broken lines between e and t, n
+
et
be the number of arrows from t to e, and n−et be the number of arrows from e to t:
n0et = #
{
e t
}
,(3.5)
n+et = #
{
e t
}
,(3.6)
n−et = #
{
e t
}
.(3.7)
Let N0 be the E × T matrix whose (e, t)-entry is n
0
et. Define the E × T matrices
N+ and N− likewise. We say that the matrices N0, N+, and N− are the adjacency
matrices of the mutation network Nγ .
Definition 3.3. Let N0, N+, and N− be the adjacency matrices of the mutation
network Nγ . Define two additional E × T matrices A+ = (a
+
et) and A− = (a
−
et) by
A+ = N0 −N+,(3.8)
A− = N0 −N−.(3.9)
We call the matrices A+ and A− the Neumann-Zagier matrices of the mutation
sequence γ. We also define A0 = (a
0
et) by A0 = N0. For a given sequence ε =
(ε1, . . . , εT ) ∈ {±, 0}T , let Aε be the E × T matrix whose t-th column is the t-th
column in Aεt . We call Aε the ε-signed Neumann-Zagier matrix of the mutation
sequence γ.
Example 3.4. Let γ be the mutation loop defined in Example 3.1. It follows from
(3.4) that the adjacency matrices of the mutation network Nγ are given by
N0 =
2 0 00 2 0
0 0 2
 , N+ =
0 1 01 0 1
0 1 0
 , N− =
0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 ,(3.10)
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and the Neumann-Zagier matrices of the mutation loop γ are given by
A+ =
 2 −1 0−1 2 −1
0 −1 2
 , A− =
2 0 00 2 0
0 0 2
 .(3.11)
The matrix A+ is known as the Cartan matrix of type A3.
Next, we give some lemmas relating to the adjacency matrices of mutation net-
works. Here, δ is the Kronecker delta.
Lemma 3.5. For each e ∈ E and t = 1, . . . , T ,
n0et =
∑
(i,u)∈e
δi,mtδu,t−1 + δi,σt(mt)δtu.(3.12)
In particular, if e is the equivalence class of (ms, s− 1) for some s = 1, . . . , T , we
have
n0et = δst +
∑
(i,u)∈e
δi,σt(mt)δtu.(3.13)
Proof. It follows from the rule for drawing broken lines that n0et = xet + yet where
xet =
{
1 if (mt, t− 1) ∈ e,
0 otherwise,
yet =
{
1 if (σt(mt), t) ∈ e,
0 otherwise.
The first part of the lemma now follows from the fact that
xet =
∑
(i,u)∈e
δi,mtδu,t−1,
yet =
∑
(i,u)∈e
δi,σt(mt)δtu.
Since (mt, t − 1) ∈ [(ms, s − 1)] if and only if s = t, we obtain xet = δst when
e = [(ms, s− 1)]. 
Lemma 3.6. For all ε ∈ {±}, e ∈ E, and t = 1, . . . , T ,
nεet =
∑
(i,u)∈e
[εBmt,i(t− 1)]+δt,u+1(3.14)
=
∑
(i,u)∈e
[εBmt,σ−1t (i)
(t− 1)]+δtu.(3.15)
Proof. For simplicity, we assume that ε = +; the proof for ε = − is similar. In the
graph N γ , there are
[Bmt,i(t− 1)]+
arrows from the square vertex labeled t to the black vertex labeled (i, t− 1), so we
have
n+et =
∑
(i′,u′)∈e
[Bmt,i′(t− 1)]+δt,u′+1.
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For any element (i′, u′) ∈ E such that u′ 6= T , we can set (i, u) = (σu′+1(i′), u′+1),
so (i′, u′) ∼ (i, u) unless i′ = mu. Thus, we can compute n
+
et as follows:
n+et =
∑
(i′,u′)∈e
[Bmt,i′(t− 1)]+δt,u′+1
=
∑
(i′,u′)∈e
i′ 6=mt
[Bmt,i′(t− 1)]+δt,u′+1
=
∑
(i,u)∈e
i6=σ−1t (mt)
[Bmt,σ−1t (i)
(t− 1)]+δtu
=
∑
(i,u)∈e
[Bmt,σ−1t (i)
(t− 1)]+δtu.

3.3. Symplectic property of mutation loops. Here, we give a necessary con-
dition for a mutation sequence to be a mutation loop when the exchange matrices
are skew-symmetric.
Proposition 3.7. Let γ = (B,m, σ) be a mutation sequence, and suppose that B
is skew-symmetric. If B(0) = B(T ), then A+A
T
− is symmetric.
Proof. What we have to show is
T∑
t=1
(n+etn
0
ft + n
0
etn
−
ft + n
−
etn
+
ft) =
T∑
t=1
(n−etn
0
ft + n
0
etn
+
ft + n
+
etn
−
ft)
for each e, f ∈ E . First, define the number X(t) by
X(t) =
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
Bij(t)δstδut.
Next, if we let k = ms, then we find
X(t)−X(t− 1) =
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
i,j 6=k
(Bσt(i)σt(j)(t)−Bij(t− 1))δs+1,tδu+1,t
+
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
j 6=k
Bσt(k)σt(j)(t)δi,σt(k)δstδu+1,t −
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
j 6=k
Bkj(t− 1)δikδs+1,tδu+1,t
+
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
i6=k
Bσt(i)σt(k)(t)δj,σt(k)δs+1,tδut −
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
i6=k
Bik(t− 1)δjiδs+1,tδu+1,t.
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Using Lemma 3.6, we obtain∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
i,j 6=k
(Bσt(i)σt(j)(t)−Bij(t− 1))δs+1,tδu+1,t
=
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
(
[Bik(t− 1)]+[Bkj(t− 1)]+ − [−Bik(t− 1)]+[−Bkj(t− 1)]+
)
δs+1,tδu+1,t
=
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
(
[−Bki(t− 1)]+[Bkj(t− 1)]+ − [Bki(t− 1)]+[−Bkj(t− 1)]+
)
δs+1,tδu+1,t
=n−etn
+
ft − n
+
etn
−
ft.
Using Lemma 3.5, we find∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
j 6=k
Bσt(k)σt(j)(t)δi,σt(k)δstδu+1,t −
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
j 6=k
Bkj(t− 1)δikδs+1,tδu+1,t
=
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
−Bkj(t− 1)δi,σt(k)δstδu+1,t −
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
Bkj(t− 1)δikδs+1,tδu+1,t
=
 ∑
(i,s)∈e
δi,σt(k)δst + δikδs+1,t
 ∑
(j,u)∈f
−Bkj(t− 1)δu+1,t

=
 ∑
(i,s)∈e
δi,σt(k)δst + δikδs+1,t
 ∑
(j,u)∈f
(
[−Bkj(t− 1)]+ − [Bkj(t− 1)]+
)
δu+1,t

=n0etn
−
ft − n
0
etn
+
ft.
Similarly, using Lemma 3.5 yields∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
i6=k
Bσt(i)σt(k)(t)δj,σt(k)δs+1,tδut −
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
i6=k
Bik(t− 1)δs+1,tδu+1,t
=
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
Bki(t− 1)δj,σt(k)δs+1,tδu,t +
∑
(i,s)∈e
(j,u)∈f
Bki(t− 1)δjkδs+1,tδu+1,t
=
 ∑
(i,s)∈e
Bki(t− 1)δs+1,t
 ∑
(j,u)∈f
δj,σt(k)δut + δjkδu+1,t

=
 ∑
(i,s)∈e
(
−[−Bki(t− 1)]+ + [Bki(t− 1)]+
)
δs+1,t
 ∑
(j,u)∈f
δj,σt(k)δut + δjkδu+1,t

=− n−etn
0
ft + n
+
etn
0
ft.
This allows us to obtain
X(t)−X(t− 1) = n+etn
0
ft + n
0
etn
−
ft + n
−
etn
+
ft − n
−
etn
0
ft − n
0
etn
+
ft − n
+
etn
−
ft,
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implying that
X(T )−X(0) =
T∑
t=1
(n+etn
0
ft + n
0
etn
−
ft + n
−
etn
+
ft − n
−
etn
0
ft − n
0
etn
+
ft − n
+
etn
−
ft).
Since B(T ) = B(0), we have X(T ) = X(0). This completes the proof. 
The matrix A+A
T
− is symmetric if and only if
T∑
t=1
(a+eta
−
ft − a
−
eta
+
ft) = 0
for all e, f ∈ E , i.e., rows in the E × 2T matrix (A+ A−) are orthogonal to each
other with respect to the standard symplectic form. We can find a similar property
in the study of hyperbolic 3-manifolds by Neumann and Zagier, see (24) in [NZ85].
3.4. Fully mutated mutation sequences. We say that the mutation sequence
γ = (B,m, σ) is fully mutated if, for any e ∈ E , there exists a t ∈ {1, . . . , T } such
that (mt, t− 1) ∈ e. When σt = id for all t = 1, . . . , T , the mutation sequence γ is
fully mutated if and only if {m1, . . . ,mT } = {1, . . . , n}.
For a given permutation σ of the set {1, . . . , n}, we define its permutation matrix
by Pσ = (δiσ(j))1≤i,j≤n. For all k = 1, . . . , n, let Hk be the n× n diagonal matrix
that is identical to the identity matrix except that the k-th entry is 0. Define the
block matrix α by
α =

O · · · O Pσ1Hm1
Pσ2Hm2 · · · O O
...
. . .
...
...
O · · · PσTHmT O
 .(3.16)
The matrix α is a T × T block matrix whose blocks are n × n matrices. In the
following, we assume any references to its 0-th block mean its T -th block. Let (i, t)
denote the i-th index in the t-th block.
Let Gα be the graph whose adjacency matrix is α, that is, there is an arrow
from (i, s) to (j, t) if α(i,s),(j,t) = 1, but not if α(i,s),(j,t) = 0. Such graphs consist
of directed paths and directed cycles, and an example is shown in Figure 2.
Lemma 3.8. The following four statements are equivalent.
(i) γ is fully mutated.
(ii) Nγ has T black vertices.
(iii) α is nilpotent; that is, there exists a positive integer k such that αk = 0.
(iv) Gα has no directed cycles.
Proof. It follows from the definition of the equivalence relation on E that (i, s) and
(j, t) lie in the same component of Gα if and only if (i, s) and (j, t) belong to the
same equivalence class in E . Thus, we can identify the set of connected components
of Gα with E .
The map {1, . . . , T } → E that sends t to [(mt, t−1)] is injective, because (mt, t−
1) is the starting point of some directed path in Gα. It is also surjective if and only
if γ is fully mutated, showing that (i)⇔ (ii). All directed paths start with (mt, t−1)
for some 1 ≤ t ≤ T , implying that there are a total of T directed paths, and hence
that (ii) ⇔ (iv). Finally, since Gα consists of directed paths and directed cycles,
we have (iii)⇔ (iv). 
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(1, 0) (2, 0) (3, 0) (4, 0)
(1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1) (4, 1)
(1, 2) (2, 2) (3, 2) (4, 2)
(1, 3) (2, 3) (3, 3) (4, 3)
Figure 2. Example graph Gα, where m = (1, 4, 1) and σ =
((2 3), id, (2 3)). Here, we identify (i, 3) with (i, 0) for all i =
1, 2, 3, 4. There are four connected components, two directed paths
and two directed cycles.
If γ is fully-mutated, the map {1, . . . , T } → E that sends t to [(mt, t − 1)] is a
bijection. Using this bijection, we assume that E × T matrices such as A+ and A−
become T × T matrices when γ is fully mutated.
3.5. Obtaining Neumann-Zagier matrices from block matrices. For all ε ∈
{±, 0}, let Fk,ε(B) be the matrix that is equal to the identity matrix except that
the k-th row is given by
(Fk,ε(B))kj =
{
−1 if j = k,
[εBkj ]+ if j 6= k.
(3.17)
The transpose Fk,ε(B)
T is then equal to the identity matrix except that k-th column
is given by
(Fk,ε(B)
T )ik =
{
−1 if i = k,
[εBki]+ if i 6= k.
(3.18)
Let γ = (B,m, σ) be a mutation sequence. For a given sign sequence ε =
(ε1, . . . , εT ) ∈ {±, 0}T , define the block matrix Lε by
Lε =

O · · · O Pσ1F
T
m1,ε1
Pσ2F
T
m2,ε2 · · · O O
...
. . .
...
...
O · · · PσT F
T
mT ,εT O
 ,(3.19)
where we denote Fmt,εt(B(t − 1))
T by FTmt,εt for brevity. When εt = + for all
t = 1, . . . , T , we denote Lε by L+, defining L− and L0 similarly. In addition, let
Xε = (I − α)−1(I − Lε), where α is defined by (3.16). Here, we assume that α is
nilpotent, so I − α has the inverse. We also define X+, X−, and X0 in the natural
way. For a T × T block matrix whose blocks are n × n matrices, we use the same
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notation as for α in Section 3.4, i.e., that the 0-th block means the T -th block and
(i, t) corresponds the i-th index in the t-th block.
Lemma 3.9. Suppose that γ is fully mutated, and let Aε = (a
εt
st)1≤s,t≤T be its
ε-signed Neumann-Zagier matrix for the sign sequence ε = (ε1, . . . , εT ) ∈ {±, 0}T .
Then, we have the following.
(i) The matrix Xε is the identity matrix except for the mt-th column in the
(t− 1)-th block for t = 1, . . . , T .
(ii) For all 1 ≤ s, t ≤ T , we have (Xε)(ms,s−1),(mt,t−1) = a
εt
st.
Proof. (i) follows from the facts that Xε can be rewritten as
Xε = (I − α)
−1(I − Lε)
= (I − α)−1(I − α− (Lε − α))
= I − (I − α)−1(Lε − α),
and that the columns of (Lε − α) are zero except for column (mt, t − 1), for t =
1, . . . , T . Now, we prove (ii). Let x(i,s),(j,t) be the entry in the (i, s)-th row and
(j, t)-th column of (I −α)−1. Let Gα be the graph whose adjacency matrix is α as
defined in Section 3.4. The entry in the (i, s)-th row and (j, t)-th column of αk is
the number of length k paths in Gα from (i, s) to (j, t). Thus (i, s) and (j, t) are
connected in Gα if and only if (α
k)(i,s),(j,t) = 1 for some non-negative integer k.
Since
(I − α)−1 =
∑
k≥0
αk
(where the right-hand side is actually a finite sum), we have
x(i,s),(j,t) =
{
1 if (i, s) ∼ (j, t),
0 otherwise.
(3.20)
Let e = [(ms, s−1)] ∈ E be the label of the black vertex inNγ that is the equivalence
class of (ms, s− 1). Then
(Xε)(ms,s−1),(mt,t−1) = δst −
∑
1≤i≤n
1≤u≤T
x(ms,s−1),(i,u)(Lε − α)(i,u),(mt,t−1)
= δst +
∑
(i,u)∈e
δi,σt(mt)δtu
−
∑
(i,u)∈e
[εtBmt,σ−1t (i)
(t− 1)]+δtu,
which is equal to the (s, t)-entry of Aε by Lemma 3.5 and 3.6. 
The following result is an important consequence of Lemma 3.9.
Theorem 3.10. Let γ be a fully mutated mutation sequence, and let
Fε = Fm1,ε1Pσ−1
1
Fm1,ε2Pσ−1
2
· · ·FmT ,εTPσ−1
T
,
for ε = (ε1, . . . , εT ) ∈ {±, 0}T . Then
det(In − Fε) = detAε.(3.21)
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Proof. By Lemma 3.9, we obtain detXε = detAε. Since α is nilpotent, we have
det(I − α) = 1. Thus, we find that
detAε = detXε
= det(I − α)−1 det(I − Lε)
= det(I − Lε)
= det(In − F
T
ε
)
= det(In − Fε).

3.6. Gluing equations of mutation networks. Let γ be a mutation sequence.
For t = 1, . . . , T , define a rational functions zt,+, zt,− ∈ Fsf by
zt,+ =
Ymt
Ymt + 1
, zt,− =
1
Ymt + 1
,(3.22)
where we denote Ymt(t− 1) by Ymt .
Define the set Dγ by
Dγ = {(zt,+, zt,−)1≤t≤T ∈ (C \{0, 1})
2T | z+ + z− = 1, z
−A+
+ z
A−
− = 1}(3.23)
where z+ + z− = 1 means zt,+ + zt,− = 1 for all t = 1, . . . , T , and z
−A+
+ z
A−
− = 1 is
the shorthand for the following equations:
T∏
t=1
zt,+
−a+etzt,−
a−et = 1 for each e ∈ E .(3.24)
We call (3.24) the gluing equations of the mutation network Nγ . The solution space
Dγ of these gluing equations is an affine algebraic set because
Dγ =
{
(zt,+, z
−1
t,+, (1 − zt,+)
−1, zt,−, z
−1
t,−, (1− zt,−)
−1)1≤t≤T ∈ C
6T
| ft = ge = ht,ε = it,ε = 0 for all t = 1, . . . , T , e ∈ E , and ε ∈ {±}
}
,
where
ft = zt,+ + zt,− − 1, ge =
T∏
t=1
zt,+
−a+etzt,−
a−et − 1,
ht,ε = zt,εz
−1
t,ε − 1, it,ε = (1− zt,ε)(1 − zt,ε)
−1 − 1.
The gluing equations of the mutation network Nγ are related to the fixed-point
equation fγ(y) = y of the rational function associated with the mutation sequence
γ. Let Fγ be the space of the fixed-points of fγ for which Ymt(t − 1) is neither 0
nor −1 for any t:
Fγ = {η = (η1, . . . , ηn) ∈ C | fγ(η) = η ,Ymt |y=η 6= 0,−1 for t = 1, . . . , T},(3.25)
where we denote Ymt(t− 1) by Ymt . We can define an affine algebraic set structure
on Fγ as in the case of Dγ . The next following is motivated by the work of [NTY].
Proposition 3.11. Let γ be a fully mutated mutation sequence. The map
ϕ : Fγ → Dγ(3.26)
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that sends η ∈ Fγ to (
Ymt
Ymt + 1
,
1
Ymt + 1
)
1≤t≤T
∣∣∣∣∣
y=η
is an isomorphism between affine algebraic sets.
Proof. First, we prove that ϕ(η) ∈ Dγ . Let e ∈ E . Then there exist s, s′ ∈
{1, . . . , T } such that (ms, s− 1), (σs′(ms′ ), s′) ∈ e, and these s, s′ are unique. From
the mutation rule (2.3), we have
Yms(s) = Yms′ (s
′)−1
∏
(i,u)∈e
u6=T
zu+1,+
[Bmu+1,i(u)]+zu+1,−
−[−Bmu+1,i(u)]+ .
Since ∏
(i,u)∈e
u6=T
zu+1,+
[Bmu+1,i(u)]+zu+1,−
−[−Bmu+1,i(u)]+ =
T∏
t=1
zt,+
n+etzt,−
−n−et
by (3.14) and
Yms(s)
−1Yms′ (s
′)−1 =
T∏
t=1
zt,+
−n0etzt,−
n0et
by (3.12), we obtain
T∏
t=1
zt,+
−a+etzt,−
a−et = 1.
Thus ϕ(η) ∈ Dγ .
Next, we construct the inverse of ϕ. Since γ is fully mutated, for any 1 ≤ j ≤
n and 1 ≤ t ≤ T there must exist a unique s ∈ {1, . . . , T } such that (j, t) ∼
(σs(ms), s). From the mutation rule (2.3), we have
Yj(t) = z
−1
s,+zs,−
l∏
i=1
zs+i,+
[bi]+zs+i,−
−[−bi]+
where l is the distance between (j, t) and (σs(ms), s) in the graph Gα (see Section
3.4) and
bi = Bms+i,σs+i−1···σs(ms)(s+ i− 1).
Here, we have assumed that 0 ≤ s+ i− 1 ≤ T − 1 by working modulo T . This gives
the inverse of ϕ, completing the proof. 
4. Jacobian matrix
In this section, we study the Jacobian matrices associated with mutation se-
quences, giving a determinant formula for them (Theorem 4.2). For more detail, we
calculate a special value of their characteristic polynomials by using the Neumann-
Zagier matrices of the associated mutation sequence and the Y ’s at the mutation
points.
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4.1. Derivatives of Y-seed mutations. The partial derivatives of Y˜ = µk(Y )
can be calculated from (2.3) as follows:
∂Y˜i
∂Yj
=

−Y −2k if i = j = k,
δij(Y
−1
k + 1)
−Bki if j 6= k and Bki ≥ 0,
δij(Yk + 1)
−Bki if j 6= k and Bki ≤ 0,
BkiYi(Y
−1
k + 1)
−Bki(Yk + 1)
−1Y −1k if j = k, i 6= k,Bki ≥ 0,
−BkiYi(Yk + 1)−Bki(Yk + 1)−1 if j = k, i 6= k,Bki ≤ 0,
(4.1)
=

−Y −2k if i = j = k,
δij Y˜iY
−1
i if j 6= k,
BkiY˜i(Yk + 1)
−1Y −1k if j = k, i 6= k,Bki ≥ 0,
−BkiY˜i(Y
−1
k + 1)
−1Y −1k if j = k, i 6= k,Bki ≤ 0.
(4.2)
Let Jk(B) be the corresponding Jacobian matrix
Jk(B) =
(
∂Y˜i
∂Yj
)
1≤i,j≤n
.(4.3)
The Jacobian matrix Jk(B) can be expressed using the matrices Fk,+(B) and
Fk,−(B) defined in Section 3.5, as follows.
Proposition 4.1. Define rational functions z+, z− ∈ Fsf by
z+ =
Yk
Yk + 1
, z− =
1
Yk + 1
,
and diagonal matrices Y, Y˜ by
Y =
Y1 . . .
Yn
 , Y˜ =
Y˜1 . . .
Y˜n
 .
Then
Jk(B) = Y˜(z−Fk,+(B)
T + z+Fk,−(B)
T )Y−1.(4.4)
Proof. This follows from (4.2) and the fact that z+ + z− = 1. 
4.2. Determinant formula for the Jacobian matrix. Let γ be a fully mutated
mutation sequence, and fγ be the rational function associated with γ, defined by
(2.7). In addition, let Jγ(y) be the Jacobian matrix of fγ :
Jγ(y) =
(
∂fi
∂yj
)
1≤i,j≤n
,(4.5)
where fi is the i-th component of fγ(y). Let Y(t) be the n × n diagonal matrix
whose i-th entry is Yi(t):
Y(t) =
Y1(t) . . .
Yn(t)
 .
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Next, define the n× n matrix Kγ(y) by
Kγ(y) = Y(T )
−1Jγ(y)Y(0).(4.6)
Let Z+(y) and Z−(y) be the T × T diagonal matrices whose t-th entries are zt,+
and zt,−, which were defined in (3.22):
Z+(y) =
z1,+ . . .
zT,+
 , Z−(y) =
z1,− . . .
zT,−
 .(4.7)
Theorem 4.2. Let γ be a fully mutated mutation sequence. Then
det(In −Kγ(y)) = det(A+Z−(y) +A−Z+(y)).(4.8)
Proof. Define the block matrix L by
L =

O · · · O O Pσ1Jm1Y(0)
Pσ2Jm2 · · · O O O
...
. . .
...
...
...
O · · · PσT−1JmT−1 O O
O · · · O Y(T )−1PσT JmT O
 ,
where we have denoted the Jacobian matrix Jmt(B(t − 1)) by Jmt . Let Y be
the diagonal matrix consisting of T blocks where the t-th block is Y(t) for t =
1, . . . , T − 1 and the identity matrix In for t = T :
Y =

Y(1) · · · O O
...
. . .
...
...
O · · · Y(T − 1) O
O · · · O In
 .
Let Z+ and Z− be the diagonal matrix consisting of T blocks whose t-th block is
zt+1,+In and zt+1,−In for t = 1, . . . , T − 1, and T -th block is z1,+In and z1,−In:
Z+ =

z2,+In · · · O O
...
. . .
...
...
O · · · zT,+In O
O · · · O z1,+In
 , Z− =

z2,−In · · · O O
...
. . .
...
...
O · · · zT,−In O
O · · · O z1,−In
 .
Because
Jmt = P
−1
σt Y(t)Pσt(zt,−F
T
mt,+ + zt,+F
T
mt,−)Y(t − 1)
−1
by Proposition 4.1, the matrix L can be expressed as follows:
L = Y(L+Z− + L−Z+)Y
−1,
where L± are defined by (3.19). Thus, we find that
Y(I − α)−1Y−1(I − L)
=Y(I − α)−1(I − L+Z− − L−Z+)Y
−1
=Y((I − α)−1 − (I − α)−1L+Z− − (I − α)
−1L−Z+)Y
−1
=Y((I − α)−1(I −Z− −Z+) +X+Z− +X−Z+)Y
−1
=Y(X+Z− +X−Z+)Y
−1.
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Using Lemma 3.9, we obtain
det(X+Z− +X−Z+) = det(A+Z−(y) +A−Z+(y)).
This implies that
det(I − L) = det(A+Z−(y) +A−Z+(y)),
since det(I − α) = 1.
On the other hand, the chain rule for Jacobian matrices implies that
Jγ(y) = PσT JmT · · ·Pσ1Jm1 .
Therefore,
det(I − L) = det(In − Y(T )
−1PσT JmT · · ·Pσ1Jm1Y(0))
= det(In − Y(T )
−1Jγ(y)Y(0))
= det(In −Kγ(y)),
and we can conclude that
det(In −Kγ(y)) = det(A+Z−(y) +A−Z+(y)).

Corollary 4.3. Let γ be a fully mutated mutation sequence, and η ∈ Cn be an
n-tuple of complex numbers such that η = fγ(η). In addition, assume that Ymt(t−
1)|y=η is neither 0 nor −1 for any t. Then,
det(In − Jγ(η)) = det(A+Z−(η) +A−Z+(η)).(4.9)
In particular, (4.9) holds when η is an n-tuple of positive real numbers satisfying
fγ(η) = η.
Example 4.4. Set T to be a fixed non-negative integer, and let γ be the mutation
loop defined in Example 2.2. By the definition of mutation networks (Section 3.1),
we have
Nγ =
⋃
t∈Z /T Z
t
t
t+ 1
t+ 2t+ 3
t+ 4
t+ 5
.
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If we now assume that T = 3, this becomes
Nγ =
1
1
3
3
2
2
.
The Neumann-Zagier matrices can be obtained from the adjacency matrices of Nγ
by (3.8) and (3.9), yielding
A+ = N0 −N+
=
1 1 00 1 1
1 0 1
−
2 2 00 2 2
2 0 2

=
−1 −1 00 −1 −1
−1 0 −1
 ,
A− = N0 −N−
=
1 1 00 1 1
1 0 1
−
0 0 22 0 0
0 2 0

=
 1 1 −2−2 1 1
1 −2 1
 .
The matrices Z+(y) and Z−(y) (defined by (4.7)) are as follows:
Z+(y) =

y1
y1+1
0 0
0 y2(y1+1)y1y2+y2+1 0
0 0
y21y3(y1y2+y2+1)
y3
1
y2y3+y21y2y3+y
2
1
y3+y21+2y1+1
 ,
Z−(y) =

1
y1+1
0 0
0 1y1y2+y2+1 0
0 0 (y1+1)
2
y3
1
y2y3+y21y2y3+y
2
1
y3+y21+2y1+1
 .
Theorem 4.2 now gives
det(I5 −Kγ(y))
= det(A+Z−(y) +A−Z+(y))
= −2(y1 + 1)
−1(y1y2 + y2 + 1)
−1(y31y2y3 + y
2
1y2y3 + y
2
1y3 + y
2
1 + 2y1 + 1)
−1
· (3y41y
2
2y3 + 3y
4
1y2y3 + 6y
3
1y
2
2y3 + 3y
4
1y2 + 4y
3
1y2y3 + 3y
2
1y
2
2y3 + 7y
3
1y2
+ 3y31y3 + y
2
1y2y3 − 2y
3
1 + 3y
2
1y2 − 2y
2
1y3 − 3y
2
1 − 3y1y2 − 2y2 + 1).
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Let α be a root of the polynomial x3 + 4x2 + 5x + 1. Computing these roots
numerically gives α ≈ −0.24512233, −1.8774388 + 0.74486177i, or −1.8774388−
0.74486177i. Then, some further calculations show that
η = (α, α−1 + 1,−α−2, (α+ 1)2, α(α + 2))
is a solution of the fixed-point equation fγ(y) = y satisfying the requirement that
Ymt(t − 1)|y=η is neither 0 nor −1 for any t. The matrices Z+(η) and Z−(η) can
now be computed
Z+(η) =
α(α+ 1)−1 0 00 α+ 2 0
0 0 α+ 2
 ,
Z−(η) =
(α+ 1)−1 0 00 −α− 1 0
0 0 −α− 1
 .
By Corollary 4.3, we obtain
det(I5 − Jγ(η))
= det(A+Z−(η) +A−Z+(η))
= 10α2 − 6α− 48.
Selecting the real root α ≈ −0.24512233 gives det(I5 − Jγ(η)) ≈ −45.928416.
Example 4.5. Let γ be a mutation sequence that satisfies
n∑
i=1
[Bmt,i(t− 1)]+ =
n∑
i=1
[−Bmt,i(t− 1)]+ = 2(4.10)
for all t = 1, . . . , T . Since the entries in each column of A± sum to 0 in this case,
we obtain
det(In −Kγ(y)) = det(A+Z−(y) +A−Z+(y)) = 0.
5. The y → 0 limit in the determinant formula
In this section, we describe the relation between Theorem 4.2 and Y-seed muta-
tions in the tropical semifields. We show that a determinant formula for C-matrices,
matrices describing Y-seeds in the tropical semifields, are obtained by taking “y → 0
limit” in (4.8).
5.1. Y-seed mutations in tropical semifields and c-vectors. A semifield is a
multiplicative abelian group endowed with an (auxiliary) addition ⊕ that is com-
mutative, associative, and distributive with respect to the multiplication. The set
Fsf of subtraction-free rational expressions in the variables y1, . . . , yn over Q used
in the previous sections is a semifield with respect to the usual multiplication and
the addition. The set Fsf is called an universal semifield.
Another important semifields that we consider is tropical semifields.
Definition 5.1. LetFtrop be the set of Laurent monomials in the variables y1, . . . , yn
equipped with the usual multiplication and the tropical addition ⊕ defined by
n∏
i=1
yaii ⊕
n∏
i=1
ybii =
n∏
i=1
y
min(ai,bi)
i .(5.1)
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The set Ftrop with these operators is called an tropical semifield.
We say that a pair (B, Y ) is a Y-seed in the tropical semifield if B is an n × n
skew-symmetrizable matrix and Y ∈ Fntrop. We define Y-seed mutations in the
tropical semifield by µk(B, Y ) = (B˜, Y˜ ) where B˜ is the same as (2.2), and Y˜ is
defined by replacing + in (2.3) with ⊕:
Y˜i =

Y −1k if i = k,
Yi(Y
−1
k ⊕ 1)
−Bki if i 6= k, Bki ≥ 0,
Yi(Yk ⊕ 1)−Bki if i 6= k, Bki ≤ 0.
(5.2)
Let γ = (B,m, σ) be a mutation sequence. Then we have the following transi-
tions of Y-seeds in the tropical semifield:
(B(0), Y (0))
σ1◦µm1−−−−−→ (B(1), Y (1))
σ2◦µm2−−−−−→ · · ·
σT ◦µmT−−−−−→ (B(T ), Y (T ))(5.3)
where B(0) = B and Y (0) = (y1, . . . , yn). Now we have Y (t) ∈ Fntrop for each
t = 0, . . . , T . Since these are Laurent monomials in y1, . . . , yn, we can define the
integers cij(t) for each 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and 0 ≤ t ≤ T by the following expression:
Yj(t) = y
c1j(t)
1 · · · y
cnj(t)
n .(5.4)
The vector
cj(t) =
c1j(t)...
cnj(t)
(5.5)
is called a (permuted) c-vector, and the matrix
C(t) = (c1(t) · · · cn(t))
= (cij(t))1≤i,j≤n
(5.6)
is called a (permuted) C-matrix.
It was conjectured in [FZ07] that c-vectors has a special property called sign-
coherence. This was proved in [DWZ10] when the exchange matrix B is skew-
symmetric, and proved in [GHKK18] for general case. We state this property in
the form that we will use in this paper.
Theorem 5.2 ([GHKK18]). For any mutation sequence γ, the vector cj(t) is non-
zero and the entries of cj(t) are either all non-negative or all non-positive for each
j and t.
For each t = 1, . . . , T , let εt be the sign of cmt(t − 1). This is well-defined by
Theorem 5.2. It follows from Proposition 1.3 in [NZ12] that the C-matrices satisfy
the following relations:
C(t+ 1) = C(t)Fmt,εtPσ−1t
.(5.7)
Thus we obtain
C(T ) = Fm1,ε1Pσ−1
1
Fm2,ε2Pσ−1
2
· · ·FmT ,εTPσ−1
T
.(5.8)
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5.2. The y → 0 limit. Let ǫ be a positive real number. We consider a limit by
substituting ǫ for each yi and taking the limit ǫ → 0. We denote this limit by
y → 0. Let ε = (ε1, . . . , εT ) where εt is the sign of the c-vector cmt(t − 1). The
special case of Theorem 3.10 for this sign sequence is obtained as the y → 0 limit
of Theorem 4.2.
Proposition 5.3. Let γ be a fully mutated mutation sequence. For the matrices
in (4.8), we have
lim
y→0
Kγ(y)
T = C(T ),(5.9)
lim
y→0
(A+Z−(y) +A−Z+(y)) = Aε.(5.10)
Thus the limit y → 0 in (4.8) yields
det(In − C(T )) = detAε.(5.11)
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, the matrix Kγ(y) defined by (4.6) has the following
expression:
Kγ(y) = PσT (zT,−F
T
mT ,+ + zT,+F
T
mT ,−) · · ·Pσ1(z1,−F
T
m1,+ + z1,+F
T
m1,−).
By Proposition 3.13 in [FZ07], the rational function Yj(t) ∈ Fsf in the transitions
(2.6) can be written in the form
Yj(t) = y
c1j(t)
1 · · · y
cnj(t)
n
n∏
i=1
Fi(t)(y1, . . . , yn)
Bij(t)
for some polynomials F1(t), . . . , Fn(t). Moreover, Proposition 5.6 in [FZ07] says
that sign coherence of c-vectors implies that these polynomials have constant term
1. Thus we have
lim
y→0
Ymt(t) =
{
0 if εt = +,
∞ if εt = −.
(5.12)
By the definition of z+,t and z−,t in (3.22), we obtain
lim
y→0
z+,t =
{
0 if εt = +,
1 if εt = −,
lim
y→0
z−,t =
{
1 if εt = +,
0 if εt = −.
(5.13)
This implies that
lim
y→0
Kγ(y)
T = C(T ).
Using (5.13) again, we also have
lim
y→0
(A+Z−(y) +A−Z+(y)) = Aε.

We should be aware that the y → 0 limit and (5.13) is used in the proof of the
dilogarithm identities associated with periodic Y-systems by Nakanishi [Nak11],
and originally considered by Chapoton [Cha05] in a special case.
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